
 

excitedly  shell   under  found  yesterday 

thoughtfully poorly  purposely  dangerously clearly 

here   shovel  beach  starfish  told 

three   immediately seldom  joyfully  quietly 
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Name __________________________  Date ______________ 

ADVERBS 
Circle the adverbs below. Complete the 

sentences using the adverbs circled. 

 1. My family went to the beach ____________ on our vacation. 

 2. I grabbed my shovel and ___________ looked for shells. 

 3. My brother started making a sandcastle _____________. 

 4. My brother came __________ close to a jellyfish that was laying in the    

sand. 

 5. I __________ walked way around that slimy jellyfish so I wouldn’t get 

stung. 

 6. We looked ___________ a big rock and discovered a crab hiding. 

 7. ______ have we explored the beach and not found hidden treasures. 

 8. Mom sat on the beach and _____________ watched us having fun. 

 9. Dad was sitting on a rock __________ hoping to catch a fish with his pole. 

10. He sat ____________ trying to figure out why he did not catch a single 

fish. 
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ADVERBS 

excitedly  shell   under  found  yesterday 

thoughtfully poorly  purposely  dangerously clearly 

here   shovel  beach  starfish  told 

three   immediately seldom  joyfully  quietly 

Circle the adverbs below. Complete the 

sentences using the adverbs circled. 

 1. My family went to the beach yesterday on our vacation. 

 2. I grabbed my shovel and excitedly looked for shells. 

 3. We started making a sandcastle immediately. 

 4. My brother came dangerously close to a jellyfish that was laying in the 

sand. 

 5. I purposely walked way around that slimy jellyfish so I wouldn’t get stung. 

 6. We looked under a big rock and discovered a crab hiding. 

 7. Seldom have we explored the beach and not found hidden treasures. 

 8. Mom sat on the beach and joyfully watched us having fun. 

 9. Dad was sitting on a rock quietly hoping to catch a fish with his pole. 

10. He sat thoughtfully trying to figure out why he did not catch a single fish. 

11. He decided he had poorly chosen the best spot to catch 

anything. 

ANSWERS  


